
STATE LEVEL PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT 
(As Amended) 

BETWEEN THE 
WASHINGTON USDA NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE 

AND 
WASHINGTON STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER 

(Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation) 
 

REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION OF SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 
ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES ON PRIVATE AND PUBLIC LANDS 

 
Purpose:  This state level agreement (SLA) implements Stipulation IIA (State 
agreements) of the National Programmatic Agreement (NPA) between the USDA Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
(ACHP) and the National Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers (NCSHPO), 
regarding soil and water conservation assistance activities on private and public lands.  
This agreement adjusts compliance requirements of the NPA to conditions that exist in 
Washington State.  
 
WHEREAS, the United States Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS), carries out Conservation Technical Assistance programs 
for soil, water, and related resource conservation activities under the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act of 1936, Public Law 74-76, 16 U.S.C. 590 a-f, as amended; 
the Flood Control Act of 1944, Public Law 78-534, as amended; the Watershed 
Protection and Flood Prevention Act, Public Law 83-566, as amended, Section 6; the 
Flood Control Act of 1950, Public Law 81-516, Section 216; the Great Plains Act of 
1956, Public Law 84-1021; the Agricultural and Food Act of 1981,Public Law 97-98, 95 
Stat. 1213; the Agricultural Credit Act, Public Law 95-334, Title IV, Section 403; Food, 
Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990, Public Law 101-624; the Flood 
Control Act of 1936, Public Law 74-738; the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965, 42 
U.S.C. 1962; the Food Security Act of 1985, Public Law 99-1989, as amended; and the 
Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002, Public Law 107-171 and related 
authorities; and 
 
WHEREAS, the NRCS National Headquarters, the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation (Council) and the National Conference of State Historic Preservation 
Officers (NCSHPO) have executed a Programmatic Agreement ( See attached, dated May 
2002) that contains requirements which must be included in State Level Agreements; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Washington NRCS, herein after referred to as NRCS,  in consultation 
with the Washington State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), has determined that 
certain categories of activities and practices of it’s conservation programs administered 
by NRCS  (see program listing Attachment #2)  may or may not affect properties listed in 
or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and that these 
activities are therefore subject to review under Section 106 of the National Historic 
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Preservation Act (NHPA) (16 U.S.C. 470f and 470h-2(f)) and the Council’s 
implementing regulations at 36 CFR Part 800; (see http://www.achp.gov). and  
 
WHEREAS, a streamlined NRCS process involving conservation assistance to 
landowners at the Field Office level is appropriate to the large number of small 
undertakings on private and public property, the NRCS has determined there is: (1) the 
need for timely services to diverse NRCS customers dependent upon agricultural and 
forest production, (2) the need to identify exempted categories and activities and  
practices, as detailed in the NPA and 36 CFR 800.14 (c) for certain NRCS programs, 
activities, and technical assistance (see NPA for nationally exempted categories and 
definitions used in this agreement) that will not affect historic properties , and (3) the 
need to reconcile the variable emergency directives contained in NRCS (7 CFR 624) and 
Council (36 CFR 800.12) regulations; and 
 
WHEREAS, the remainder of NRCS responsibilities for compliance under Section 106 of 
the NHPA will be met by procedures consistent with the Council’s regulations 36 CFR 
800, and  
 
WHEREAS, the NRCS proposes to comply programmatically with its obligations 
pursuant to the NPA and under Section 106 of the NHPA, as authorized by the Council’s 
regulations at 36 CFR 800.13; and  
  
NOW THEREFORE, the Washington NRCS and the Washington SHPO (hereafter 
SHPO or OAHP) agree that a streamlined compliance process is desirable for NRCS 
conservation assistance activities and that the NRCS is committed to carry out its 
responsibilities under Section 106 of the NHPA in accordance with the statements above 
and with the following stipulations to satisfy its Section 106 responsibilities for such 
undertakings.   
 
Because of the sovereign status of federally recognized American Indian Tribes (Tribes), 
the NRCS has determined, and the ACHP has concurred, that it is appropriate to invite 
each federally recognized  Tribes to develop independent consultation protocols with the 
NRCS State Conservationists (based on government to government consultation) and, 
hence, no tribes have been asked to be signatories to this agreement.  The NRCS has 
consulted with a number of federally recognized American Indian governments and 
THPOs through direct Nation to Nation communication and has extended an invitation to 
consult with other Tribal governments through several United States Department of 
Agriculture and NRCS liaison organizations.  
 
 NRCS Washington is actively working on consultation protocols with federally 
recognized Native American governments within the state of Washington.  The NRCS 
proposes to comply programmatically with Section 106 of the NHPA (16 U.S. C. 470f) 
as authorized by the Council regulations (36CFR 800.14(b)) by means of subsequent 
consultation protocols with the designated SHPO for actions on private lands within 
Washington state, and consultation protocols with the designated THPO for actions on 
Tribal lands, the SHPO and Tribal government(s) for actions on Tribal lands where no 
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THPO has been designated by the US Department of Interior or where a  Tribe has 
expressed interest in resources on non Tribal lands.  On non Tribal ownerships within the 
external boundaries of a reservation, the landowner may request consultation with SHPO.  
This agreement does not modify Tribal roles and responsibilities as defined in 101(d)(2) 
of the NHPA (16 U.S. C.470f) nor to Tribal roles and responsibilities on Tribal lands 
because these will be addressed by compliance with the 36 CFR Part 800 regulations or 
individual consultation protocols or agreements with the federally recognized Tribes of 
Washington.  In the absence of SLAs and/or appropriate Tribal consultation protocols, 
the NRCS’s responsibilities for compliance under Section 106 of the NHPA shall be met 
by direct compliance with the Council’s regulations.  Unless otherwise defined in this 
Agreement, all terms are used in accordance with the definitions codified at 36 CFR 
800.16. 
 

STIPULATIONS 
 
1. Qualified Personnel: 
  
Washington NRCS Field Office personnel who have satisfactorily completed the Cultural 
Resources Training Program (see NRCS Cultural Resources training course agenda and 
WA NRCS training plan as Attachment 3) are considered qualified to perform initial 
cultural resources reviews, field inspections and monitoring for all NRCS sponsored 
undertakings at the field office level.    
 
An  Area Cultural Resources Specialist (ACRS), who meets the Secretary of the 
Interior’s professional qualification standards,  will review documents relating to 
undertakings and conduct quality control on all cultural resource evaluations, assure that 
protocols and procedures and consultations are completed, and review  findings made by 
qualified field staff.  When sites are located they may be preliminarily recorded by field 
staff.  The Area CRS (ACRS) shall assist the field offices in conducting surveys and shall 
be notified to verify and record sites located by field office staff  on the appropriate 
SHPO Archeological Site Inventory Form.  The ACRS will make all eligibility 
determinations for the National Register of Historic Places and will document these 
resources in sufficient detail to permit review by consulting parties.  NRCS will 
document undertaking status in the case file on appropriate forms (see Attachment 4, 
CPA52, The Environmental Effects for Conservation Plans Evaluation and the Request 
for Cultural Resources Review Worksheet). For other projects (see finding of effect 
element in Attachment 4) the results of any cultural resources investigations will be 
forwarded to the consulting parties for review in an appropriate format.  For purposes of 
this agreement, the NRCS will conduct a working relationship with SHPO staff identified 
as the State Archeologist. 
 
2.  Initiation of the 106 process: 
 
The Washington NRCS and the SHPO agree that the term undertakings will be defined 
for this agreement as the definition in 36 CFR Part 800.16(y).  An undertaking so defined 
means a project, activity or program funded in whole or in part under the direct or 
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indirect jurisdiction of a Federal agency, including those carried out by or on behalf of a 
Federal agency; those carried out with Federal financial assistance; and those requiring a 
Federal permit, license or approval, which may have the potential to affect an historic 
property, and as it pertains to NRCS categories of activities and practices as listed in the 
NRCS Field Office Technical Guide (FOTG).  The list of exempted conservation 
practices as a result of this updated agreement will be provided to all NRCS employees 
(See Attachment 5).   For those practices or projects not exempt from review, NRCS will 
be responsible for  determining if the practice is likely to affect known or unknown 
cultural resources, and begin consultation with appropriate parties 
 
The APE will preliminarily be determined by the NRCS field staff and the ACRS in 
collaboration with the landowner or lessee and finalized through consultation.  
(As per the NRCS National Cultural Resources Procedures Handbook located at 
http://policy.nrcs.usda.gov/scripts/lpsiis.dll/H/H_190_601_Content.htm) 
   
3. Defining the Process of Consultation and Defining the APE: 
 
NRCS and OAHP programmatically agree on the APE for undertakings listed in 
Attachment 5.  Both parties recognize the consultation process must be conducted from 
start to finish with tribes, landowner or lessee as appropriate.    If any consulting parties 
disagree with APE definition, NRCS will attempt to address all concerns through 
consultation before making a final decision. NRCS shall notify the SHPO of any dispute.  
Consulting parties will be provided with a description of the planned undertaking(s), the 
locations of the planned ground disturbing conservation practices on topographic and 
plan maps, designs and/or standards and specifications criteria, and proposed 
implementation schedules as appropriate.  Responses received within 30 days will be 
used to help determine the extent of the APE, and alert the planner and  ACRS about the 
potential for identifying and evaluating sites or Traditional Cultural Places (TCP’s) of 
religious or cultural significance within the APE and to determine the effects of the 
undertaking on historic properties. NRCS shall consider comments or objections by 
appropriate Tribes in a timely manner consistent with the procedures established in this 
agreement.  If there is a disagreement on the definition of the APE, by consulted parties, 
there will be discussions geared to resolution of the disagreement.  NRCS will be the 
decision maker where it has that responsibility and will provide written documentation on 
that decision to the consulting parties. 
 
The NRCS Washington State Outreach Coordinator is the officially designated 
government-to-government contact for NRCS with all the federally recognized tribes in 
the state. Consultation protocols are being developed with each federally recognized tribe 
in the state relative to NRCS conservation activities on and off reservations as they 
pertain to cultural resources.  These procedures being negotiated will be sensitive to 
Tribal modes of communication, cultural values, and systems of interaction, and the 
views of their traditional cultural authorities.  
 
The ACRSs shall be responsible for coordinating day to day project consultation with 
THPOs or other tribal representatives. Until each federally recognized tribal entity has 
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come to an agreement with NRCS on consultation procedures, whether a signed 
agreement is appropriate or not, consultation regarding cultural resources will be 
conducted on a project by project basis for all undertakings. 
 
NRCS Tribal Liaisons at designated locations are the contacts with tribal representatives 
within specified areas of responsibility.  
 
4. Identification of Historic Properties 
  
NRCS will identify all cultural resources and historic properties within the APE and 
evaluate their eligibility for the National Register for Historic places (see Stipulation #1, 
Qualified Personnel). 
 
The ACRS will determine whether field inventory is needed.  NRCS ACRS’s will 
provide SHPO with a description of survey methodologies used on program projects; 
upon approval of such methodologies, SHPO will concur with negative findings derived 
as a result of those approved methodologies. 
 
The ACRSs shall also ensure that all historic properties within the APE are identified, 
and review and determine the finding of effect for all undertakings with the potential to 
affect known or unknown cultural resources. 
 
If a property could be eligible for the NRHP and could be affected by the undertaking, 
the ACRS shall assess the effects and seek ways to avoid, minimize, or mitigate any 
adverse effects to historic properties (36 CFR 800.1a).  The ACRS will assess the 
eligibility of the resource and make a recommendation to NRCS management; 
management will convey this information to affected parties and the SHPO. 
 
5. Finding of No Historic Properties Affected: 
 
The cultural resources evaluation process shall initially utilize the NRCS CPA-52 
Environmental Evaluation form (Attachment 4; this form is required documentation for 
all NRCS planning and conservation practice activities) and Request for Cultural 
Resources Review Worksheets (Addition to Attachment 4) to document undertakings that 
have the potential to affect cultural resources (see: 36 CFR 800.3(a)). 
 
For those APEs with undertakings that have the potential to affect cultural resources and 
where NRCS conducts background research and a field inspection and determines there 
are no cultural resources present, consults with the appropriate parties and receives no 
statements of concern or no comments during the 30 day comment period,  (Attachment 
8) , and where the ACRS concludes there are no historic properties that will be affected, 
the ACRS may approve a finding of “Not Historic Properties Affected.”  The Area 
Conservationist may approve this finding and allow projects to proceed.  Reports will be 
provided to the SHPO on a quarterly basis organized by County 
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If an undertaking’s APE is inventoried and properties are identified that may qualify for 
NRHP, the  ACRS may still document a determination of “No Historic Properties 
Affected” or “Historic Properties Avoided” and proceed as long as the avoidance of all 
potentially eligible properties is achieved following established identification, 
consultation, and avoidance procedures. In these cases, the ACRS shall make the report 
available to the SHPO and tribes for a final 30 day review period. 
 
 
 If any of the above mentioned criteria are positive, the Office of Archeology and Historic 
Preservation (OAHP) procedures for Cultural Resources Survey and Reporting 
Guidelines shall be followed. Cultural resources will be recorded on the Washington 
State Archaeological Inventory Form. Documentation will also include information on 
the appearance, significance, and integrity of the property to make a determination of 
eligibility for the NRHP. The SHPO/THPO and/or tribes shall have 30 calendar days to 
review and comment on any single report submitted by NRCS.  If no response is received 
in 30 days, the NRCS will document the absence of a reply in the cooperator’s file and 
continue with project implementation. When inadvertent discoveries or construction 
discoveries are made, implementation will cease and appropriate documentation and 
consultation will commence. 
 
6. Finding of Effect: 
 
If NRCS determines and the SHPO concurs that historic properties will be affected by the 
undertaking, NRCS will apply the Criteria of Adverse Effect or Finding of No Adverse 
Effect and shall allow a 30 day review period to consulting parties (and in accordance 
with 36 CFR 800.6  
 
7. Adverse Effect:  
 
For adverse effect determinations,  the ACHP shall be notified and NRCS shall proceed 
with the development of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to resolve disagreements.        
 
In instances of a finding of adverse effect, the NRCS will consult with all affected 
parties.  NRCS will consult with SHPO, and other affected parties, on avoidance of the 
historic property during implementation of the conservation project, or NRCS will take 
action which will minimize the adverse effect, with concurrence of the affected parties, 
or, if the historic property cannot be avoided, an alternative design will be used or a 
mitigation treatment plan will be utilized, or, the project will be terminated.  
 
8. Discovery Situations 
     
On public, private or state lands, if NRCS is providing financial assistance and has 
control of the outcome of the project, the agency assumes the lead agency status for 
cultural resources compliance.   Depending on which agency has decision making control 
of the outcome of a project, whether by financial responsibility or edict, if another federal 
agency is cooperating in the same project and wishes to assume the lead role,  written 
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documentation on the designation of the lead agency accepting that responsibility and the 
corresponding agency official who shall act in their behalf shall be provided to the SHPO 
allowing NRCS to defer its Section 106 NHPA responsibilities to the other agency and 
still be able to fulfill its Section 106 NHPA obligations.  If, under these situations, a lead 
federal agency is not designated, NRCS remains individually responsible for their 
compliance with this part. 
 
If inadvertent discoveries of human remains and/or associated funerary objects are 
identified in the APE, all activities will cease in the vicinity of the find. Though policy 
requires at least 50’ or more around the site of each discovery, that buffer may be refined 
as NRCS works with its consulting parties.  As the lead agency, NRCS,  in concert with 
the SHPO, THPO(s), or tribal representative(s) and other consulting parties, shall ensure 
that consultation is conducted during this process. 
  

a. NRCS personnel are required to prevent further excavation or 
disturbance of a site or any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie 
adjacent human remains.  

b. NRCS shall contact the SHPO, THPO, tribes, County Coroner, and 
local law enforcement within 24 hours of the discovery 

c. If it is determined that the remains and associated grave goods are of 
Native American descent or cultural affiliation, NRCS will coordinate 
with its consulting parties to develop a treatment plan and as per 
procedures outlined with NAGPRA and RCW 27.44 for the handling 
and disposition of these materials. NRCS will also contact ACHP to 
describe the proposed actions to mitigate adverse effects and request 
ACHP comments. THPOs, tribes, and ACHP have 30 days to respond 
and provide final comments to NRCS. 

d. If remains are not of Native American descent and are not part of an 
ongoing police investigation, NRCS will continue to consult and 
develop an appropriate plan to treat the remains for reburial, recovery, 
or protection in situ. 

 
For discoveries other than those that contain human remains, NRCS will halt 
actions in the area affecting the resources, to allow significance of the find(s) to 
be determined.  The ACRS will be notified immediately and consultation with 
SHPO, ACHP, and affected tribes will begin as soon as possible following 
discovery. 
 
NRCS will protect cultural resources in their original locations to the fullest 
extent possible.  If a site is encountered during normal planning activities, the 
ACRS or a field employee under the supervision of an  ACRS, will determine its 
boundaries and means of impact avoidance.  NRCS will notify SHPO in all cases 
where avoidance is an issue.  SHPO shall help provide direction to staff making 
avoidance determinations and in establishing avoidance boundaries. 
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9. Curation Arrangements 
 
NRCS recognizes its stewardship responsibilities in maintaining the integrity of cultural 
materials recovered during identification and/or discovery phases of the cultural 
resources compliance process. All cultural resources on private, public, or state lands are 
the property of the landowner or tribe and NRCS will not collect materials nor take 
ownership. Ultimate curation of the material is the responsibility of the land managing 
agency or landowner.  NRCS will encourage landowners to donate collections that have 
research value to an appropriate institution or curation facility and may provide 
assistance, upon request, in facilitating curation agreements with suitable entities.  Site 
specific records and reports shall be maintained in a secure facility in the appropriate 
field office. 
 
 
10. Access to Cultural Resources Information: 
 
The SHPO has authorized, under separate agreement (Attachment 6), Washington NRCS 
personnel, the State Cultural Resources Coordinator (SCRC) and the ACRS’s full access 
to the known site database.  (In accordance with Section 304 of the NHPA).  This 
database will be on file in selected field offices and held in confidence by designated 
NRCS personnel. All cultural resources information gathered during planning activities 
will be held in strict confidence. Additional training may be provided by the SHPO to 
NRCS in facilitating the transfer and acquisition of additional database information.  WA 
NRCS will continue to provide updated technical training, such as appropriate training on 
ARC-View, GPS and GIS systems to designated ACRSs as funds are available.   
 
Site specific cultural resources information contained in completed reports or project 
assessments or evaluations shall be referenced in the case file and housed in a secure 
location (not available under FOIA).  
  
11. Public Participation: 
 
 Agency procedures for public participation are located in the NRCS General Manual 
Title 180 Part 409.8 and Title 400 Part 400. NRCS will proactively promote activities 
associated with the annual archeology month efforts. 
  
12. Emergency Situations: (EMERGENCY WATERSHED PROGRAM/EWP) 
 
NRCS and the SHPO will use the following   procedures to ensure that the need to 
protect life and property in an emergency is accomplished while taking cultural resources 
into account to the maximum extent possible and consistent with rapidly changing 
priorities and circumstances common to emergencies. 
 
A.  Urgent and compelling Actions.  NRCS shall notify the SHPO and Tribes of funds 
obligated for urgent and compelling situations.  This notification will include the types 
and amount of funds obligated, circumstances creating the urgent and compelling 
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situation, work to be undertaken, and any consideration of historic properties, as 
appropriate.  NRCS will document and avoid adverse effects to cultural resources 
discovered during urgent and compelling work to the fullest extent practicable. 
 
B.  Non-urgent and Compelling Actions.   NRCS trained personnel will record cultural 
resources information on the Worksheet/DSR and summit it to the CRC/S for processing.  
When areas of high probability for containing cultural resources are involved, the CRC/S 
will assess potential effects and plan methods to avoid damage to cultural resources.  If 
these areas cannot be avoided and cultural resources are identified the CRC/S will 
evaluate the cultural resources and notify the SHPO for a five (05) day expedited review.  
The State Conservationist will make a final decision on implementing the undertaking 
based upon the CRC/S evaluation, consultation with the SHPO, THPO or tribes, and the 
need to protect life and property. 
 
C.  During certain other emergency situations, NRCS will follow the procedures defined 
in 36 CFR Part 800.12(b).   
 
NRCS shall complete a records search, site survey, and complete an abbreviated report of 
completed actions.  Final reports are due to the NRCS Chief within 60 days of emergency 
work completion. 
 
13. Annual Reviews and Reporting. 
 
Washington NRCS and the SHPO shall meet annually to review this agreement and the 
overall NRCS cultural resources program.  
 
Quality assurance control is performed annually as required by NRCS policy at the field 
office level.  Additionally, team appraisals are conducted on a predetermined schedule by 
a multidisciplinary team on an annual basis. Every year NRCS develops a quality 
assurance plan which is a component of the states annual business plan. The State CRC 
will work with the quality assurance team to insure that cultural resources are adequately 
addressed in each annual quality assurance plan.  Annually, NRCS SCRC will retrieve all 
cultural resources related data entered into the Progress Reporting System (PRS), with 
assistance from the ACRS, and provide a summary to the SHPO by the end of the fiscal 
year (September 30).  Quarterly, short report findings will be submitted to SHPO and 
include a GIS shape file of surveyed area and project locations. 
 
Semi-annual reports will be provided to the SHPO describing the process made to 
comply with the effort to develop individual programmatic agreements with federally 
recognized tribes in Washington state and adjacent states with ceded territories within the 
state . 
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14. Agreement Duration:  
 
This agreement may be amended upon the request of either party.  The parties will 
consult in accordance with NRCS GM 420, Part 401, to consider such amendments.  This 
agreement will remain in effect until either party provides written notification to the other 
party of intent to terminate or until the NRCS/ACHP/NCSHPO’s nationwide 
programmatic agreement is cancelled or expires. The notification will allow for renewed 
consultation to rectify the cause(s) for termination. 
 
15. Failure to Comply with Agreement:  
 
In the event that NRCS does not carry out the terms of this Agreement, NRCS will 
comply with 36 CFR PART 800 for individual undertakings covered by the Agreement. 
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Attachment 2 
 
CONSERVATION COST SHARE PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY 
THE NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE 
 

1. Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) 
2. Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP) 
3. Wetland Reserve Program (WRP) 
4. Forest Incentives Program (FIP) 
5. Small Watersheds Program  (PL566) 
6. Emergency Watershed Program (EWP) 
7. Farmland Protection Program (FPP) 
8. Conservation Security Program (CSP) 
 
 
NRCS provides financial assistance and technical assistance for the listed 
programs.  NRCS provides technical assistance for the Conservation 
Reserve Program which is administered by the Farm Services Agency 
(FSA). 



 



Attachment 3 
DRAFT (Dec 13, 2004) 

CULTURAL RESOURCES TRAINING PLAN 
 

NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE 
 

WASHINGTON 
 
OBJECTIVE: Provide cultural resources training, over a five year time period and beyond, to all NRCS employees who provide 
technical assistance to landusers, as per the State Level Cultural Resources Agreement with Washington State Historic Preservation 
Officer. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               
 ACTION ITEM     WHO    WHEN   COMMENTS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
OBTAIN SEC. 106 TRAINING    FRANK EASTER   SPRING 2005 
       SHIRAZ VIRA                  
       RICK NOBLE 
       HAROLD CROSE 
       RALPH CHRISTIANSEN 
 
OBTAIN ADVANCED SEC. 106 TRAINING(NPI)  State CRC   FY 2005 
 
OBTAIN TRAINING ON WORKING WITH  
NATIVE AMERICAN PEOPLES(NPI)   SHIRAZ VIRA   FY 2005 
       MARK AMARA 
       Scott Williams     
       Kathy Callum 
 
PROVIDE NEW CR MODULE TO NEW HIRE  FRANK EASTER   FY 2005 
   FIELD STAFF      *** 
             
 
PROVIDE CR FIELD TRAINING TO ALL NEW HIRE 
 FIELD STAFF      FRANK EASTER   MARCH 2005 
       ***        
 
 
 
 
 



OBJECTIVE: Provide cultural resources training to all NRCS employees who provide technical assistance to landusers over a five 
year time period, as per the State Level Cultural Resources Agreement with Washington State Historic Preservation Officer. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               
 ACTION ITEM     WHO    WHEN   COMMENTS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
PROVIDE CR TRAINING TO SLECTED AREA FIELD              FIELD STAFF IDENTIFIED BY         BEGIN FY 2005 
STAFF TO ASSIST THEM IN OBTAINING CR JOB                   THE AREA CRS 
APPROVAL AUTHORITY 
 
PROVIDE HARMONY TRAINING TO CR STAFF 
WHO HAVE NOT ATTENDED                                                    DENNIS ROBINSON 
                                                                                                     SCOTT WILLIAMS 
                                                                                                     MARK AMARA 
                                                                                                     KATHY CALLUM   WHEN SCHEDULED 
 
PROVIDE IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT OF  
TRADITIONAL CULTURAL PLACES TRAINING                        SCOTT WILLIAMS 
                                                                                                     MARK AMARA 
                                                                                                     KATHY CALLUM  
                                                                                                     SHIRAZ VIRA   WHEN SCHEDULED 
 
PROVIDE BASIC OSTEOLOGY TRAINING TO THREE 
CRS’S                                                                                           SCOTT WILLIAMS  WHEN SCHEDULED 
                                                                                                      MARK AMARA 
                                                                                                      KATHY CALLUM 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Agenda 

 
NRCS  Cultural Resources Training  

  
 

Day One: The NRCS & Cultural Resource Planning 
 
10:00-10:35 Welcome, Introductions & Purpose of Training  Easter, SRC  
 
10:35 – 10:55   Pre Course Test                        Robinson, CRC 
 
10:55 - 11:15 National Programmatic Agreement                         Robinson, CRC 
 
11:15 – 11:45 Revised NRCS/OAHP State Level Agreement    
 Stephenie Kramer, OAHP Assistant State Archaeologist 
 
11:45 - 12:30 PM                                 Lunch 
 
12:30 – 1:00 NRCS Cultural Resources Implementation Plan              Easter, SRC 
 
 1:00 – 2:15 Basics of Section 106 and the CR Review Process          ACRS’s 
   Undertakings     
   Consultations 

Construction Discoveries/Burials 
 
2:15-2:35 BREAK 
 
2:35 – 3:05       Roles & Responsibilities                      Mark Amara, ACRS 
 
3:05-3:35 Archaeological and Historic Sites            Scott Williams, ACRS  
 
3:35 – 4:05 Outreach Coordination                       Shiraz Vira, OC 
   Cultural Resource Coordinator, Tribal Liaisons  
   Outreach Coordination 
    
 
4:05-4:30  Instructions for Field Day              ACRS’s 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Day Two: Overview of Cultural Resources & Field Exercises of Site Identification, Documenting  



 
8:00 – 8:30 NEPA Documentation                               Cooke, ES 
 
8:30 – 9:00 Prehistory of the Northwest Video                                  Williams, CRS 
  Traditional Cultural Properties Video 
 
9:00 - 9:30 Field Exercise Prep 
 
9:30  – 12:00  Field excercise 1 
 
12:00 – 12:45 Lunch 
 
12:45 – 4:30   Field exercises 2  
 
Day Three: Cultural Resource Viewpoints 
 
8:00 – 8:30  Interactive Exercises/examples                       Callum, ACRS 
 
8:30 – 9:30 Lithic Technology/flint knapping demonstration  
                                                                              Williams, West Area CRS 
 
9:30 – 10:00    Native American viewpoints                              TBD 
 
10:00 – 10:30    Post Test and Wrap Up                                         Easter, SRC 
 
  
Expected Cultural Resource Training Outcome – You are Encouraged To: 
 

• Fully understand roles and responsibilities necessary to complete the CR review process 
• Incorporate cultural resource review into planning early 
• Positively convey cultural resource stewardship message to public & producers 
• Increase  knowledge of cultural resource law, archeology, and other cultures 
• Help NRCS build effective public consultation network 

 
Post-Training Assignment 
 
Assist the ACRS with a minimum of three archeological site surveys 
ACRS will provide at least one artifact & site identification workshop at team meeting 
 
 
 



ATTACHMENT 4 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACCESS TO NRCS WASHINGTON 
ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION FORM WHICH INCLUDES 

CONSIDERATION OF CULTURAL RESOURCES 
 

September, 2004 
 
Access the NRCS Washington website at www.wa.nrcs.usda.gov; in the left margin, click 
on eFOTG,; then Section I; then B – Reference lists; then NRCS – WA – CPA 52, 
Resource Concerns and Environmental Evaluation; then NRCS – WA – CPA – 52, 
September 2004; a ZIP file message will appear, click on Open.  A file message will 
appear, double click to Open and access the form.  For Cultural Resources, go to the 
Special Considerations (I) tab; Evaluate 
 
As part of this Attachment 4,  an NRCS – WA – CPA – 52 sample report is included. 

http://www.wa.nrcs.usda.gov/
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(Attachment 4)Cultural Resources Review Worksheet - (Rev. 5, April 2004) 
(Attach plan map and quad map showing practice locations, site specific specifications.  To expedite processing, fill in top half of form) 

Project Name:  County: Field Office: 

NRCS Contact Person: Phone: FAX: 

Date of Request: Estimated Project Start Date: Producer Contact 
And Phone #: 

Program: Contract # EQIP: WHIP: WRP: CTA: Other: 

Location Information 
Tract #(s) Farm(s)/Blk Acres Field(s) Section (s) ¼ Section Township Range 7.5” USGS quad 15’ USGS quad 

          
          

 
Known History of Property: 
 
 
Results of OAHP database check:                      Reviewed by:                                              Date of search:         
 
 
Planned Practice Information and Determination of Undertaking or Exempt Undertaking:  
Practice Equipment to be 

used: 
Depth of 
Disturbance: 

Len. & wid. of 
Disturbance 

Area of 
Disturb. 

Under- 
taking? 

Reason for Determination 

       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
Estimated size of the Area of Potential Effect (the geographic area or areas within which an undertaking may cause changes in the character or 
use of any cultural resources present) in acres and/or as a width x length dimension: _____________                                         
 
NOTE: The appearance of cultural resources can never be predicted with certainty.  Should cultural deposits be discovered 
during any phase of the project application, if the nature of the undertaking changes, or if additional lands are to be 
included in the project area, please contact the Area Cultural Resources Specialist.  If federal funds are involved, project 
activity in the area of the discovery must be stopped until the site is evaluated by the Specialist. 
Cultural Resources Evaluation 

 An on-site survey by a Cultural Resources Specialist is not required.  The project may proceed BUT please see note above. 
 Do not proceed with the project until a Cultural Resources Specialist has conducted an on-site survey in the project area. The 

proximity of known cultural resources and/or past use, environment, topography or other features make this a location where 
cultural resources are likely to be found. 

Results of Surface Field Check or Survey:           Performed by:                                               Date:    ____________
 
 
Consultation                                                      If project is on tribal reservation, specify which one:                                               
Party: Results: 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
Date Report sent to SHPO/THPO:________________        Response from SHPO/THPO:_______________ 
 
Area Cultural Resources Specialist or CRS Signature: __________________________________   Date: _______________  



U. S. Department of Agriculture ((Attachment 4 
 
  Environmental Effects for  
 Resources Conservation Service-WA  Conservation Plans and Areawide  
 Conservation Plans 

 A. Client: D. Describe the proposed action: 
 Bobs Bob is going to build a large golf course with lots of water haz rds a
 B. Plan ID No: 2003 Equip  and wants to replace the existing riparian corridor with more  
 scenic trees and stop the existing streambank erosion. 
 C. CMU/Fields: EveryWhere 
 No Action Alternative 1 Alternative 2 
 G.  The proposed action  TESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS OTHHHfffffffffffffffffffff
 wwwwwwwwwwwwww 
 Alternatives  is described in  ffff www 
 and Effects Section D. 

 E. Resource Considerations 
 Resource  Soil Resource Consideration Erosion 
Proposed: Streambank erosion exceeds BEHI criteria 
No Action: Streambanks continue to collapse and erode. 
 Alt. 1: Woody vegetation is established to stabilize streambanks. 
 Alt. 2: 
 Resource  Soil Resource Consideration Condition 
 Resource  Soil Resource Consideration Deposition 
 Resource  Water Resource Consideration Quantity 
 Resource  Water Resource Consideration Quality 
 Resource  Air Resource Consideration Quality 
Proposed: This action will increase the smell of herbicides during early morning inversions during the summer months 
for  
 downwind neighbors. 
No Action: 
 Alt. 1: 
 Alt. 2: 
 Resource  Air Resource Consideration Condition 
 Resource  Plant Resource Consideration Suitability 
 Resource  Plant Resource Consideration Condition 
 Resource  Plant Resource Consideration Management 
Proposed: xxxxx 
No Action: 
 Alt. 1: 
 Alt. 2: 
 Resource  Animal Resource Consideration Habitat 
 Resource  Animal Resource Consideration Management 
 Resource  Economic and Social Resource Consideration Land use 
Proposed: Will convert open space to condominiums 
No Action: Floodplain will remain intact. 
 Alt. 1: 
 Alt. 2: 
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 NRCS-WA-CPA-52 
 Resource  Economic and Social Resource Consideration Capital 
 Resource  Economic and Social Resource Consideration Labor 
 Resource  Economic and Social Resource Consideration Management Level 
 Resource  Economic and Social Resource Consideration Profitability 
 J.  Special Environmental Concerns See Special Environmental Concerns Evaluation 
 Coastal Zone Management Areas 
Proposed  The proposed action or activity is in a Coastal Zone Management Area and is consistent with the  
 goals and objectives of Washingtons Coastal Zone Management Plan.   No additional evaluation is  
 needed concerning coastal zones.   
 Document the finding, including the reasons, on NRCS-WA-CPA-52 and proceed with planning. 
 No Action The proposed action or activity is in a Coastal Zone Management Area and is consistent with the  
 goals and objectives of Washingtons Coastal Zone Management Plan.   No additional evaluation is  
 needed concerning coastal zones.   
 Document the finding, including the reasons, on NRCS-WA-CPA-52 and proceed with planning. 
 Alt. 1: 
 Alt 2: 
 Cultural Resources 
 Endangered And Threatened  Species 
 Environmental Justice 
Proposed  There are NO low-income populations, minority populations or Indian tribes in the area affected by  
 the NRCS action. 
 Additional evaluation is not needed concerning Environmental Justice.  
 Document the finding on NRCS-WA-CPA-52 and proceed with planning. 
 No Action 
 Alt. 1: 
 Alt 2: 
 Essential Fish Habitat 
 Fish and Wildlife Coordination 
 Floodplain Management 
 Invasive Species 
 Migratory Birds 
 Natural Areas 
 Prime And Unique Farmlands 
 Riparian Area 
 Scenic Beauty 
 Special Aquatic Site 
 Stream Channel Modification 
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 Water Quality 
 Wetland 
 Wild And Scenic River 
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 NRCS-WA-CPA-52 

 K.  Easements, permissions, or  
 L.  Mitigation 
 M.  Agencies, persons, and references  
 N.  Findings.   
 Label the selected alternative in section G.   
 I have considered the effects of this action and the alternatives on the Resource, Economic, and Social  
 considerations; the Special Environmental Concerns; and the significance criteria in the instructions  
 for form NRCS-CPA-52.  
 I find for the reasons stated in (O) below, that the selected alternative: 

 Categorically excluded from further environmental analysis.  No additional analysis is required. 
 O.  Rationale 

 P. Signature Title Date 
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ATTACHMENT  5 
 
 

LIST OF EXEMPTED CONSERVATION PRACTICES AS 
THEY PERTAIN TO CULTURAL RESOURCES 

ACTIVITIES BY WASHINGTON STATE NATURAL 
RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE(NRCS). 

 
 
 

Categories and practices that are exempted by national agreement may be found in 
the National Programmatic Agreement(NPA) between the NRCS and the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) and the National Council of State Historic 
Preservation Officers (NCSHPO). 
 
The following is the list of exempted conservation practices that do not need to be 
evaluated on a case by case basis as long as no sites are present in the Area of 
Potential Effect (APE) or are non-intrusive.  These practices have little or no 
potential to affect historic properties.  The State or Area Cultural Resource Specialist 
will confirm with the NRCS field office whether the undertaking meets the 
conditions of one or more of the following actions and can be excluded.  The 
decision to exclude an undertaking from review will be documented in the 
cooperator’s case file. 
 
Exempted Categories may include: 

All disturbance within the normal tillage zone of any cultivated field as long as 
the subsequent work is no deeper. 

 
Replacement of existing structures as they pertain to farm and ranch access 
roads(culverts, roads, cattleguards, water control structures) and as long as 
construction does not extend or exceed beyond previously disturbed limits and 
it occurs within a road prism. 

 
Soil and water conservation, crop production efforts, or other general farm or 
ranch planning that will not cause a ground disturbance or lead to greater 
disturbances of previously disturbed areas. 

 
National Cooperative Soil Survey program activities that involve no ground 
disturbance or are limited to small scale field investigations such as shovel 
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holes, auger holes, probe holes, and/or core holes.  Larger scale field 
investigations such as soil investigation pits, however, may have the potential 
to affect historic properties. 

 
 In-stream structures that do not involve ground disturbing activities. 
 

Flood damage repairs to roads, bridges, water control structures, or dams when 
the facility is not of historic significance and the rehabilitation is to the 
previously disturbed area. 

 
 Removal of modern dumps that are not associated with historic properties. 
 

Removal of non-historic structures or buildings where there will be no ground 
disturbance. 

 
A practice or activity installed on previously disturbed ground not exceeding 
the previous disturbance will not be considered an undertaking.  Any activity 
or practice that may affect an historic property is an undertaking or any ground 
disturbing cost shared project or practice  where NRCS has control of and 
decision making authority relative to the outcome of the assistance will be 
considered an undertaking. 

 
  Exempted Conservation Practice (Units) (Code) Standard (As per this agreement) 
        
       Anionic Polyacrylamide (PAM) Erosion Control (Ac.) (450) Application of a 
 liquid product to curtail soil erosion. 
 

Brush Management (Ac.) (314) Mowing or flailing and spraying to prevent   
the encroachment of weeds. 

 
       Channel Bank Vegetation (Ac.) (322) 
 
       Composting Facility (No.) (317) on small scale operations where previously 
 disturbed areas are moved. 
 

Conservation Cover (Ac.) (327) on previously disturbed ground where the 
application of the practice w3ill not exceed previously tilled depth.  This 
includes the use of conventional tillage equipment and aerial or broadcast 
seedings. 
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      Conservation Crop Rotation (Ac.) (328) same as Code 327 
 
      Contour Buffer Strips (Ac.) (332) same as Code 327 
 
      Contour Farming (Ac.) (330) same as Code 327 
 
      Contour Orchard and Other Fruit Area (Ac.) (331) 
 
      Cover Crop (Ac.) (340) same as 327 
 
      Critical Area Planting (Ac.) (342) on surface disturbed areas 
 
      Cross Wind Ridges (Ac.) (589A) same as 327 
 
      Cross Wind Trap Strips (Ac.) (589C) same as 327 
        
      Deep Tillage (Ac.) (324) 
 
      Drainage Water Management (Ac.) (554)  
 
      Direct Seed (Ac.) (777) 
 
      Fence (Ft.) (382) Included are drilled and pounded posts, rebuilding and repair of   
     existing fence with no blading of the fence line. 
 
      Field Border (Ft.) (386)  will not exceed previously disturbed depth 
 
      Filter Strip (Ac.) (393) same as Code 327 
 
      Fish Passage (No.) (396) no additional ground disturbance 
 
      Fishpond Management (No.) (399)  
 
      Forage Harvest Management (Ac.) (511) 
 
      Forest Site Preparation (Ac.) (490) (Chemical and Scalping Only) 
 
      Forest Stand Improvement (Ac.) (666) no ground disturbance 
 
      Heavy Use Area Protection (Ac.) (561) on previously disturbed ground 
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      Hedgerow Planting (Ft.) (422) usually hand and machine planting with little or   
      no disturbance below previously disturbed ground. 
 
      Herbaceous Wind Barriers (Ft.) (603) same as Code 327 
       
      Irrigation Land Leveling (Ac.) (464) on previously disturbed ground 
 
      Irrigation System, Microirrigation (No. and Ac.) (441)  
 
      Irrigation Water Conveyance, Pipeline, Rigid Gated Pipeline (Ft) (430FF) 
      minimal disturbance to create pad for pipe 
 
      Irrigation Water Management (Ac.) (449) 
 
      Mulching (Ac.) (484) on previously disturbed ground 
 
      Nutrient Management (Ac.) (590) soil tests or application performed within the   
      previously tilled zone; if deeper than previous tillage then this becomes an   
      undertaking. 
 
      Pasture and Hay Planting (Ac.) (512) same as Code 327 
 
      Pest Management (Ac.) (595). 
 
      Pond Sealing or Lining, Bentonite Sealant (No.) (521C) 
 
      Pond Sealing or Lining, Flexible Membrane (No.) (521A) 
 
      Pond Sealing or Lining, Soil Dispersant (No.) (521B) 
 
      Precision Land Forming (Ac.) (462) on previously disturbed ground. 
 
      Prescribed Grazing (Ac.) (528) same as Code 327 
 

Pumping Plant (No.) (533) (For Water Control) minimal disturbance to  install a 
pad for the pump. 

 
      Range Planting (Ac.) (550) in previously disturbed ground 
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      Residue Management, Mulch Till (Ac.) (329B) 
 
      Residue Management, No-Till and Strip Till (Ac.) (329A) 
 
      Residue Management, Ridge Till (Ac.) (329C) 
 
      Residue Management, Seasonal (Ac.) (344)  
        
      Riparian Herbaceous Cover (Ac.) (390) 
 
      Shallow Water Management for Wildlife (Ac.) (646) no new ground disturbance.      
 
      Spoil Spreading (Ft.) (572)             
           
     Tree/Shrub Establishment (Ac.) (612) with hand or machine planting with  
     disturbance not to exceed one foot depth. 
 
      Tree/Shrub Pruning (Ac.) (660) above ground practice. 
       
      Upland Wildlife Habitat Management (Ac.) (645) 
 
      Use Exclusion (Ac.) (472) see Fence Code 382 
 
       Well (No.)  (642) 
 
      Wetland Wildlife Habitat Management (Ac.) (644) 
       
      Windbreak/Shelterbelt Establishment (Ft.) (380) 
 
      Windbreak/Shelterbelt Renovation (Ft.) (650) 
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ATTACHMENT 6 
 
 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
Between the 

Washington State Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation 
and the 

Natural Resources Conservation Service 
 
 
I. Purpose.  The purpose of this memorandum is to set forth the 

understanding between the Office of Archaeology and Historic 
Preservation of the Washington State Department of Community, 
Trade and Econ9omic Development (OAHP) and the USDA Natural 
Resources Conservation Service relating to the sharing of 
archaeological and historic data.  This memorandum is intended to 
promote intergovernmental coordination and may be terminated upon 
notice by either party. 

 
II. Policy.  OAHP maintains records identifying the location and nature of 

archaeological and historic sites within the state.  Natural Resources 
Conservation Service evaluated funding applications and fields 
requests for technical assistance in the protection of our nation’s 
natural resources in accordance with federal and state law.  Access to 
these records on site would be advantageous in order to comply with 
time constraints contained in the permit review process.  In order to 
hold such records on site, OAHP requires that the County provide the 
security necessary to maintain the confidentiality of these records. 

 
III. Sharing of Historic and Archaeological Site Data.   
 

A. OAHP shall provide Natural Resources Conservation Service with 
access to all historic and archaeological site forms for sites within 
Washington State, and shall copy, or permit Natural Resources 
Conservation Service to copy all such site forms for retention in the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service. 

 
B. On a quarterly basis, OAHP shall provide access for Natural 

Resources Conservation Service to compile a list of any new or 
updated site forms for sites within Natural Resources Conservation 
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Service and to copy, or permit Natural Resources Conservation 
Service to copy, all such site forms. 

 
C. OAHP shall offer assistance to Natural Resources Conservation 

Service as may be requested in the selection of a cultural resources 
specialist (i.e. archaeologist, historian, architectural historian, etc). 

 
D. Upon request by Natural Resources Conservation Service and within 

fifteen working days of receipt by OAHP, OAHP will provide a 
written opinion whether specific properties, forty years of age or 
older, are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places.  In the event that OAHP requires additional information in 
order to reach an opinion, OAHP may request additional information.  
Such requests shall extend Oahu’s deadline for response for an 
additional ten days after OAHP receives the information requested. 

 
E. OAHP shall provide, upon request, copies to Natural Resources 

Conservation Service of technical briefs, brochures, bulletins, and any 
other materials addressing preservation planning issues. 

 
IV. Security for Archaeological Site Inventory Data.   

 
As archaeological properties are of a sensitive nature and as such sites 
are subject to vandalism and exempt from public disclosure, Natural 
Resources Conservation Service shall provide security for site records 
indicating the location of known or suspected archaeological 
properties consistent with RCW 42.17.310. 

 
A. The archaeological site records copies from OAHP or generated from 

new site reviews shall be kept in a locked, secure location with limited 
access.  A log shall be kept of all persons accessing the record, of 
records copies and for whom. 

 
B. The precise location shall be made known only to the property owner 

of record and to the Tribal Cultural Resources Manager or Tribal 
Chairman of Indian Tribes with cultural connections to the area. 

 
C. If location data are transferred to any electronic storage system, the 

precise location of archaeological sites shall be disguised. 
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V. GIS Data Sharing 
 

A. OAHP agrees to allow Natural Resources Conservation Service access 
to its GIS records.  OAHP shall provide Natural Resources 
Conservation Service with a GIS data layer comprising archaeological 
sites in Washington State.  This data layer is to be in shape file format, 
Washington State Plane, South Zone NAD 27.  At no time will this 
spatial layer be available on the World Wide Web or to the public. 

 
B. Use of OAHP GIS data is limited to design, planning development 

and operations functions and does not preclude the need for field 
surveys for cultural resources in areas where such surveys have not 
been conducted in the recent past, or where previous surveys have not 
met current professional standards. 

 
C. OAHP and Natural Resources Conservation Service recognize the 

available site and survey work is performed by other parties and thus 
the resulting data accuracy and reliability may be variable.  Natural 
Resources Conservation Service is also aware the Tribes do not 
always share all cultural resource information with OAHP.  Therefore, 
OAHP may inadvertently show false negatives in their database, 
particularly with regard to traditional use properties. 

 
D. Natural Resources Conservation Service agrees to implement 

institutional protocols and computer security measures which will 
limit access to the OAHP data.  These data will be secured on the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service servers so that access is 
limited to specific users. 

 
E. Inquiries about existence of cultural sited should be answered “yes” or 

“unknown” based on the OAHP data.  RCS 42.17.310(l)(k) exempts 
cultural site locations from public disclosure and these data should not 
be displayed on maps produced by Natural Resources Conservation 
Service.  At now time will the OAHP GIS data be redistributed to a 
third party. 

 
F. Natural Resources Conservation Service agrees to provide any survey 

or historic property data captured on their GIS systems to the OAHP 
on a quarterly basis. 
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VI. Response to Development Activity 
 

A. Natural Resources Conservation Service shall promote preservation of 
identified archaeological, historic, and cultural resources and shall 
seek to mitigate unavoidable negative impacts to cultural resources 
and to discourage demolition of historically significant structures. 

 
B. When development activity is proposed on or near a known 

archaeological or historic site, Natural Resources Conservation 
Service shall, where possible  and consistent with its resources, 
determine exact site location, notify developer of said location and 
inform developer of pertinent state and federal laws concerning 
protection of such sites. 

 
C. When a development activity subject to SEPA or the Shoreline 

Management Act is proposed on or new a known archaeological or 
historic site, the Natural Resources Conservation Service will follow a 
procedure that will result in an analysis of the impacts of the proposal 
and require mitigation of potential impacts. 

 
C.1. For archaeological sites, the Natural Resources Conservation 

Service may require the project proponent to engage a 
professional archaeologist to investigate and report to the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service upon the location, 
condition, and extent of the site; impacts associated with the 
proposal; and any recommended mitigation necessary. 

 
C.2. Based on the information contained in the written report of the 

archaeologist, the Natural Resources Conservation Service will 
condition project approval to avoid impacts to the site.  
Avoidance and conservation of the site is the preferred 
treatment. 

 
C.3. The Natural Resources Conservation Service will forward to 

OAHP copies of the written report or additional site forms 
prepared by the professional archaeologist, and will store these 
sites forms at the Natural Resources Conservation Service in a 
manner consistent with security measures in Section IV. 
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C.4. The Natural Resources Conservation Service shall consult with 
concerned tribes to solicit their comments on the proposed 
measures to avoid, protect, or mitigate effects on the 
archaeological site. 

 
D. Natural Resources Conservation Service shall assign a staff member 

to be responsible for historic preservation and compliance with this 
memorandum.  Natural Resources Conservation Service agrees to pay 
reasonable expenses for said staff member to attend annual OAHP 
sponsored cultural resource training, if available. 

 
E. The Natural Resources Conservation Service shall hold training for its 

site inspectors at least once a year in order to inform them of state and 
federal laws regarding protection of historic and archaeological 
resources. 

 
F. Upon reasonable notice, Natural Resources Conservation Service shall 

allow OAHP to inspect the provisions for security of information 
received from OAHP. 

 
G. Should this memorandum be terminated, Natural Resources 

Conservation Service shall return to OAHP its copies of site forms 
and shall certify that location data has been permanently deleted from 
electronic storage systems. 
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Allyson Brooks, PH.D. 
State Historic Preservation Officer 
Office of Archaeology & Historic 
Preservation 

  
Date 

 
 
 
 

  

 
R.L. Hughbanks 
State Conservationist 
USDA Natural Resources Conservation 
Service 

  
Date 
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ATTACHMENT 7 
 

NRCS Practice Specification Criteria 
 
The following list of practices are descriptions of typical practice specification criteria 
installed in Washington State considered as non-exempt ground disturbing undertakings 
with the potential of effecting cultural resources, if present.   
 
In most cases mobilization and demobilization (areas where equipment is unloaded, 
stored and loaded by the contractor) disturbance are assumed to be in areas and to depths 
that have been previously tilled or disturbed.  Assuming good working conditions, where 
the soil is dry, and construction equipment would have minimal impact to the area of 
potential effect.  The area disturbed will vary depending on the type of equipment used.  
For most of the practices listed below a backhoe, trencher or track hoe are used.  All 3 
have a width of 8 ft and result in a minimal movement of sod and topsoil.  Trackhoes 
may move more sod and topsoil to a larger area but their depth of disturbance is usually 
limited to 1-2 inches.  Backhoe tire ruts would normally create compaction in sod and 
topsoil.  During the actual construction process, the depth disturbed by the backhoe could 
be as deep as 3”.  All equipment used adds a degree of compaction depending on the 
moisture content and weight of the equipment.  
 
313 Waste Storage Pond or Facility 

This is an excavated pond or facility with a dike around all 4 sides.  Existing 
vegetation is removed where the pond is located, to a depth of 8-12”.  A core 
trench is located in the center, parallel to the dikes with an APE of 2ft deep (min) 
by 8 ft wide.  Normally the length and width of the pond or facility would be no 
greater than 200’ by 300’.  The dike is usually less than 10 ft high.  Borrow areas 
would be excavated 2-4 ft deep. 
 
Dry waste storage facility would typically consist of a cement pad with walls.  
Size would range up to 100’ long x 50’ wide x 1-2’ deep.  Disturbance to the site 
would consist of earthmoving to level the site and pouring cement. 
 

324 Chiseling and Subsoiling 
Deep tilling below tillage zone or in sodbusted fields. Chiseling with straight or 
twisted shanks to about 14”. Subsoiling is done with one or more shanks that 
penetrate to 14” - 3’. Crossing the fields at different angles results in more 
uniform shattering of tillage and compaction pans especially when done in the fall 
when soils are dry. 

 
356 Dike 

The existing vegetation would be removed in a (example) 25 ft wide by 8-12” 
deep excavation where the dike is to be built.  Length would vary by site.  The 
dike is normally no more than 2-5 ft high.  Borrow areas would be excavated 2 ft 
deep over a ¼ -1 acre area. 
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362 Diversion and 600 Terrace 
 Existing vegetation is removed where the dike is located (example APE of 
 approximately 25 ft wide by 8-12” deep).  Length would vary based on the site.  
 The dike is normally less than 2-4 ft high and would generally be farmed over 
 after construction.  Borrow areas would be excavated 2 ft deep parallel to the dike 
 on the uphill side. 
 
378 Pond and 350 Sediment Basin  
 

• Embankment Pond 
o Existing vegetation is removed where the dike is located with an APE of 

45 ft wide by 8-12” deep.  A core trench is located in the center, and 
parallel to the dike the APE is 2ft deep (min) by 8 ft wide.  Length would 
be the dike length.  The dike is normally less than 10 ft high.  Borrow 
areas would be excavated 2-4 ft deep over a ¼ -1 acre area. 

o Emergency Spillway is located adjacent to the pond in undisturbed 
ground.  Depth of cut is 2 ft; width would vary from 12 to 20 ft and length 
from 100 to 200 ft to tie back to the channel 

 
• Excavated Pond 

o A low dike could be used but most of the water in an excavated pond is 
below ground.  The APE would be the excavated to a depth of 8-10 ft 
below ground and would be 1/3 acre.  The spoils are usually transported 
offsite.  An excavated pond would normally be located every 2 sections 
(1280 acres).  

 
382 Fence or cattleguard 
        The fence APE area would be the corner and brace posts as the line posts are 
      pounded.  The corner posts are 12 -24” diameter and 3 ft deep.  There would be 
  3  posts on a corner and 2 posts on a brace (at 1320 ft spacing). If  blading is used  
  for preparation of the site through wooded or brushy areas, it is typically 12 -20 ft  
  wide and 12” deep. 
 
390 Fish Passage 
        Typically this will be a culvert replacement in an existing road.  It would consist 
 of  disturbance in areas of previous cut and fill, cut could also include some 
 additional areas of new disturbance depending on the size of the new culvert.  
 Maximum sizes are estimated at 100’ long x 30’ wide x 3-5’ deep with 40% of 
 this area being new disturbance. 
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442 Irrigation System Sprinkler (with 430 Pipeline, 587 Structure for water control, 
533 Pumping Plant) 
 These systems include solid set, wheelines, handlines, center pivots or linear 
 pipelines.  The APE (area of potential effect) would be the mainline for all 
 systems but with the solid set the laterals are assumed to cause additional 
 disturbance.   
 

• Solid Set  
o Laterals on a typical system 20” deep by 6” wide, with rows at 20’ apart. 

For example a typical orchard system would have laterals with a total 
length per acre trenched of 2170 ft.  This would result in a total disturbed 
area per acre of (2178*.5/43560=) 0.025 acres per acre (2.5%).  Vineyards 
have laterals at 45-54 ft spacing and would have less than half this amount 
of disturbance.  

o 430 Pipeline - Mainline to the field – 42” deep, 36” wide and 1320 ft long 
– Total disturbed per acre - 0.10 ac (on a 160 ac field this would be 
0.06%).   

o 533 Pumping Plant – Normally one per system, at the water source.  
Disturbed area is 6ft by 6ft, 8” deep. 

o 587 Structure for Water Control – At the water source could be tied to the 
pumping plant.  Disturbed area is 6 ft by 6 ft by 3 ft deep. 

 
• Other Sprinkler Systems 

o 430 Pipeline - Mainline to the field – 42” deep, 36” wide and 1320 ft long 
– Total disturbed per acre - 0.10 ac (on a 160 ac field this would be 
0.06%) 

o 533 Pumping Plant – Normally one per system, at the water source.  
Disturbed area is 6ft by 6ft, 8” deep. 

o 587 Structure for Water Control – At the water source could be tied to the 
pumping plant.  Disturbed area is 6 ft by 6 ft by 3 ft deep. 

 
447 Tailwater Recovery 
        Practices that go with tailwater recovery ponds include: 
 

• 447 Tailwater Pond - An excavated pond below ground for the collection of 
surface irrigation water.  The APE would be excavated to a depth of 8-10 ft below 
ground over an area of ¼ to 1 acre.  The spoils are usually transported offsite.   

• 430 Pipeline - Mainline from the pond to the pump – 42” deep, 36” wide and 800 
ft long 533 Pumping Plant – Normally one per system, at the pond.  Disturbed 
area is usually no more than 6ft by 6ft, 8” deep. 

• 587 Str for Water Control – At the pond tied to the pumping plant.  Disturbed area 
is no more than 6 ft by 6 ft by 3 ft deep. 

 
490 Forest Site Preparation  
  

Excluding scalping and chemical treatment, heavy equipment is sometimes used 
to deeply scalp the ground in preparation for planting.  These treatments would be 
no deeper than 1-2’ depending on size of equipment. 
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516 – Pipeline 

This is small diameter (less than 6”, usually 1-2”) pipe used for stockwater.  It is 
usually trenched but could be dug with a backhoe.  Worst case disturbance would 
be 24” deep, 24” wide and 1000 or more ft long.   
 

558 Roof Runoff 
Roof runoff practice consists of gutters on a barn with runoff diverted into a pipe 
to an underground drywell.  The APE will be the pipe and drywell.  The area for 
the pipe is 24” deep by 24” wide and the length to the drywell.  The typical 
drywell area is 4’ by 4’ by 4’.  
 
Historic barns will be evaluated on a case by case basis. 

 
560 Access Road 

 These are narrow (6-12ft) rock/dirt trails to provide access through heavily used 
 areas in steep, rocky or forest zones.  Length can vary depending on site.  Depth 
 of APE could be 36” or more depending on the slope.  Other APE’s would be for 
 watergaps and stream crossings which would be 12” deep by 12 ft wide by 15 ft 
 long. 

 
561 Heavy Use Area Protection (includes hardened water crossings) 

 These high traffic areas are protected with vegetation, rock, or concrete.  
 Disturbed depth would be 8”, and the area would vary by site.  Typical use would 
 be for a stream crossing with an excavated depth of 12”, length 15-60ft and width 
 of 15-30ft. 

 
575 Animal Trails and Walkways 

These are narrow (6-12ft wide) rock/dirt trails to provide access through heavily 
used areas in steep, rocky, forested zones.  Length can vary depending on site.  
Depth of APE would be 36” maximum.  Other APE’s would be for watergaps and 
stream crossings which would be no more than 24” deep by 12 ft wide by 15 ft 
long. 

 
574 Spring Development 

At the spring the water is routed to a spring box structure.  The APE is usually no 
more than 6 ft by 6 ft by 3 ft deep.  The collection pipes are no more than 4” dia. 
x 20 - 40 ft long x 2’ deep x 2’ wide around the spring (into the spring box).  The 
spring area is usually enclosed by a fence, see 382 Fence.  The practice would 
generally include 516 Pipeline and 614 Trough.   
 

580 Streambank Stabilization  
 This could be a combination of components used to stabilize the stream.   

• K Log or Vortex Rock Weir – The disturbed area would be in the stream 
channel and would be 24” deep, 20 ft wide and 20 ft long. 

 
• Rock Barbs – The disturbed area would be on one side of stream channel and 

would be 36” deep by 10 ft long and 20 ft wide. 
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• Hardened Crossing – The disturbed area would be across the stream channel 

and would be 12” deep, 40 ft wide and 20 ft long. 
 

• Streambank Protection – The channel could be major shaping and grading to 
restore the stream to a stable condition.  This is to minimize erosion, enhance 
the hydrology, and make them fish friendly.   The disturbed area is 24” deep 
by 3 ft into the bank.  The length can vary from 20 ft on up.   

 
614 Trough or Tank 

Normally troughs are place in level(ed) areas.  The disturbed area would be no 
bigger than 30 ft diameter.  This area would be leveled if necessary, by cutting on 
the upslope side and filling to the downslope.  This could be a cut of 1 ft (max) 
and fill of 1 ft.  This area would then be covered with rock and gravel to reduce 
erosion.  The trough would be set on treated timbers buried 8” in the ground and 
would have 6 posts (3 on each end) x 6” diameter dug postholes, 2 ft deep. to hold 
the trough in place and protect the pipeline.   

 
642 Well 

A 30ft diameter area around the well is disturbed, less than 4” deep with vehicular 
traffic and spoils from the digging process.  The APE is 2’ around the 6”to 12” 
diameter steel pipe well head.  The depth can vary depending on depth to water or 
thickness of wallet. 
 
 

655 Forest Trails and Landings 
 This practice is a part of a forest management system; skid trails in and of 
 themselves are generally shallow areas, of minimal surface disturbance, wide 
 enough for a skidder (tractor type machine) to move cut log lengths from the 
 harvested area to the landing and could be exempted.   

 
 Landings are cleared areas consisting of a solid base, generally with rock as a 
 base course, covering an area large enough to stockpile 16’ to 40’ logs along with 
 loading machinery and log hauling vehicles. These areas are typically not in a 
 stream corridor or alluvial plain and usually occur on a ridge top. 

 
657 Wetland Restoration; 658 Wetland Creation; 659 Wetland Enhancement 

See 356 Dike and/or 378 Pond 
 



 



 
Natural Resources Conservation Service 

Short Report for Cultural Resources Identification Survey 
 

Attachment 8 
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 
 
Abstract: The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) is cooperating with one landowner in Name County through a Year Program 
(Acronym). The NRCS is conducting cultural resources review both in conformance with 
its central mission of protecting our nation’s resources and in compliance with Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and other environmental and 
cultural resource legislation. The project is located on the USGS 7.5 QuadName, 
Washington topographic quadrangle. The APE is limited to the construction footprint. 
Proposed conservation practices will impact a maximum of xxx acres. The NRCS 
implemented cultural resource site identification survey to determine if any historic 
properties occur at or near the locations of the planned conservation practices in each of 
the listed project areas. The cultural resource identification consisted of a brief literature 
review and field inspection for archeological sites and standing structures, primarily 
through pedestrian survey. The NRCS consulted with Native American THPOs and tribal 
archeologists to determine whether this project would affect known TCPs. This project 
will have no effect on historic properties. No historic properties of any time period or 
type were identified within the APE. It is recommended that this project proceed as 
planned. 
 
Report Title: NRCS CooperatorName ProgramAcronym Year Site Identification Survey 
in CountyName County, Washington (OAHP Log No. 082704-21-NRCS) 
 
Author(s): CRSName 
 
Report Date: Month Date, 2004 
 
State: Washington County: CountyName (Figure ***) 
 
Project Cooperator: CooperatorName 
 
NRCS Program and Contract Year: Acronym (ProgramWrittenOut), Year, Contract# 
 
Legal Description and Location (Figure ***): 

Tract ¼ Section Section Township Range 
     
     

 
USGS 7.5’ Topographic Map(s) Showing Planned Non-Exempt Undertakings 
(APE): Quadname, Washington (Figure 1) 
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Other Maps or Air Photos: NRCS Conservation Plan on Orthophoto (Figure 2) 
 
Compliance Review: Conducted in compliance with the National Environmental Policy 
Act and Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, and its 
implementing regulations. 
 
Total Area Involved (Acres): Number 
 
Description of Proposed Non-Exempt Undertaking: Project development will include 
 
Survey Objective (Research Design): The survey research design utilized was to 
identify any cultural resources (e.g., historic districts, archeological sites, standing 
structures, traditional cultural properties, isolated artifacts) within the project’s area of 
potential effect (APE). The APE is defined as the proposed construction footprint.  
 
Number of Previously Unrecorded Cultural Resources Identified and Recorded: 0 
 
 
BACKGROUND RESEARCH 
 
Previous Archeological Studies Within APE: Yes____  No _X_ 
 
Archival Sources Checked: ([-] indicates a negative finding, [+] indicates positive 
finding with a short explanation, [  ] not consulted) 
 
OAHP GIS Database [-]  
USGS Topographic Map [-] 
Soil Survey [-] 
Air Photo [  ] 
Project Cooperator Oral History [  ] 
Other Oral History [  ] 
GLO or other Plats [  ] 
Metsker’s or other Historic Map [  ] 
Geologic Map [  ] 
Local History [  ] 
Other [  ] 

 
Archive or Depository Visited: ([-] indicates a negative finding, [+] indicates visit with 
a short explanation, [  ] not consulted) 
 
OAHP [+] 
Library [  ] 
Museum [  ] 
Historical Society [  ] 
Regional Depository [  ] 
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Other [  ] 
 
Context Overview 
 
FIELDWORK 
 
Total Area Examined and Methodology: The cultural resource identification survey 
consisted of a brief literature review and field inspection for archeological sites, standing 
structures, and other cultural resources, primarily through pedestrian survey. Oral history 
was taken from the program cooperator, typically the current landowner or lessee. The 
NRCS consulted with Native American THPOs and tribal archeologists to determine 
whether this project would affect known traditional cultural places (TCPs). The entire 
APE (100%) was covered during pedestrian survey, with 2-4 transects, at less than 10 m 
intervals.  
 
Areas Not Examined and Reasons Why:  
 
Personnel Conducting or Assisting With Survey: CRSName (AreaName Cultural 
Resource Specialist), FieldOfficePersonnelName (Position), and CooperatorName 
 
Date(s) of Survey: Month date, 2004 
 
Weather and Surface Visibility: Something 
 
RESULTS 
 
Cultural Resources Identified and Description:  
 
 
Project conclusions, Findings, and Recommendations: 
No historic properties affected [  ] 
Historic properties affected [  ] 
     No adverse effect to historic properties [  ] 
     Adverse effect to historic properties [  ] 
 
Evidence of Consultation: 
 
Notification of APE 10/1/03 Rob Whitlam, State Archeologist, OAHP 
  Xxx, Tribal Archeologist 
Concurrence on APE 10/11/03 Rob Whitlam, State Archeologist, OAHP  
Final Report 10/1/04 Rob Whitlam, State Archeologist, OAHP 
  Xxx, Tribal Archeologist 
 
 
Location of Original Field Data and Other NRCS Documentation: Cultural review 
records temporarily housed with NRCS AreaName Area Cultural Resource Specialist. 
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Original field data and other documentation will ultimately be filed at FieldOfficeName 
Service Center, NRCS, Address, Town, Washington. 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Figures [  ]  
Photographs [  ] 
Other [  ] 
 
REFRENCES CITED: 
 
 
 
CERTIFICATION OF RESULTS: I certify as the 36CFR800 NRCS Cultural 
Resources Specialist, for the East Area, in Washington State, that I have satisfactorily 
reviewed, evaluated, and documented the methods and observations prepared here and 
completed a report that is accurate to the best of my knowledge. 
 
________________________________ _______________ 
CRS Name Date 
Cultural Resource Specialist, AreaName Area  
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service 
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